Web3 Music Revolution
A revolutionary, all-in-one, Web3 music platform! GIGCO
applies smart contracts and NFTs to legacy music industry
systems, empowering the entire music community. Musicians
stay in control of their music content, live performances, and
merchandise, nurturing their entire career in one place.

Our Mission

Ecosystem

GIGCO seeks to provide more working opportunities
for thousands of talented musicians no matter the size
of Gig they like to play. Leveraging Web3 capabilities
eliminates reliance on intermediaries and the value saved
can distribute to the artists, venues and fans, resulting in
a more profitable Gig economy.

GAMIFIED STAKING

GIGCO is a U.K limited company with headquarters in
Newcastle upon Tyne. The main development office
is in Laos P.D.R, with a further backend development
team working out of the Philippines. Our team includes a
collection of professional musicians, venue owners and
event coordinators combined with the expert knowledge
of full stack programmers who share a vision of more
adaptable, fluid systems for all aspects of the live
music industry.

When an event is arranged on GIGCO a smart contract
is instantly deployed. This protects both venue and artist
for potential defaulters or bad actors.

What Is $GIG?

PAYMENT FLEXIBILITY

$GIG is the platform’s native token, acting like a
digital voucher that can be exchanged for goods and
services. 190 million $GIG tokens have been minted on
Solana blockchain which offers fast, secure, and highly
scalable transaction of value. $GIG allows for viable
microtransactions which facilitate future app features.
950,000 tokens will become the initial liquid supply at
TGE with the remaining supply releasing over a
36 month period in line with the vesting schedule.

Our Arena
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The app allows musicians, venues, and fans to connect
directly. Venues can arrange Gigs, pay artists, advertise
events, sell tickets, and reward regular attendees for
continued support. Artists can also organize Gigs in the
app, sell merchandise, and even offer fans fractionalised
ownership of their music. Fans can use the app to find
live music all around them, directly support their idols,
write Gig reviews, stream music, and receive rewards
for being superfans.

gigco.com

Artist and Venue profiles include personalized staking
options which gamify the process. You can earn
better rewards by staking with the most active
profiles you follow.

GIG CONTRACTS

NON-FUNGIBLE SONGS NFS™
$GIG token allows artists to mint music as an NFS™, then
offer fractional ownership of songs to investor fans. They
will share the royalties proportionately, which are paid
directly to their $GIG wallet.

GIGCO offers payment flexibility; balances display
in $GIG and this is always the cheapest payment solution
for customers. It is possible to settle in fiat currencies
if customers choose. Algorithmic price feeds display
balances in the customer’s choice currency where
required.

NFT TICKETING
NFT ticketing helps combat scalping activities and
allows artists to attach unique event memorabilia to the
admittance. It also facilitates our Proof of Attendance
concept, rewarding superfans with different artist and
venue loyalty perks.

Tokenomics
Initial Market Cap: $142,500
Total Supply: 190,000,000
Initial Circulating Supply: 950,000
Public Sale Price: $0.15

